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Explore the possibility of WTI that’s : 
•  Given a reasonable starting model, the only failure of real data 

application comes from errors in traveltime difference 
measurements. 
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First break traveltime difference between 
observed data and modeled data 

Near surface model 
Source, receiver location 

  (Luo and Schuster, 1991 ) 
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Velocity model for gradient calculation 
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G = ΔτGw
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overlaying 
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Gradient calculated without denominator 
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Gradient calculated with denominator 
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True Model 



 Shot number:   96 
 Shot spacing:   250m 
 Offset for each shot:        -8km~8km 
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Picked Top-of-Salt  



New Starting Model 



New FWI from WTI Model 
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First WTI gradient using original term 



First WTI gradient using new term 



Recorded data 



Modeled data 



Corresponding 
Traveltime difference  
picks 



Inversion residual using original term 
Inversion residual using new term 
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Proposed modification: 
 1. Makes trouble shooting easier than original formulation. 
 2. Has a very clear analogy to ray based method. 
 3. More tolerant of errors in traveltime difference picks. 

    4. Helps improving salt estimation significantly. 


